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Executive Summary 

- 

- 

The new discovery of strongly mineralized quartz monzonite boulders prompted Imperial 
Metals to acquire a large land position near Houston BC. The Chisholm Lake property is 
now known to host a previously unmapped, porphytitic quartz monzonite stock that 
matches the mineralogy of the boulders, and some mineralization has been discovered in 
bedrock. 

This report describes a percussion drilling program conducted in November of 1998 to test 
bedrock in the area of the newly discovered mineralized boulders. The program was 
limited to areas of existing access along the recently mnstruded logging road. 

The Chisholm Lake area logistics are favorable, with good road access and subdued 
terrain atthough swampy ground is common. Technically, the area provides some 
challenges with extensive glacial history, resulting in almost no bedrock exposure and 
possible strong geochemical smearing. It is therefore recommended that the first phase of 
exploration consist of relatively wide spaced (reconnaissance level) geochemistry and 
geophysical surveys, in conjunction with a detailed study of glacial history. 

Once targets are established, drilling should be relatively easy in the good ground 
conditions expected in the quartz monzonite. This will allow testing by shallow drilling of 
many anomalies identified on the property during the tirst phase of the work. The presence 
of well-mineralized boulders suggests that deep drilling will not be necessary to find the 
target zone(s). 

Total expenditures proposed for the next program are estimated at $250,000. Phase 1 will 
be reconnaissance style work coming in at $50,000 and the second phase will be drilling 
at $149,000. A property payment of $51,000 is due in the fall of 1999. 
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Project Description 
Introduction 

The Chisholm Lake prospect was discovered and staked in the late summer of 1998 by 
local prospectors Ed and Gerry Westgarde, while prospecting a new logging road south of 
Houston, B.C. Imperial acquired an option and subsequently surrounded the original ten 
two-post claims with 260 additional units. 

The prospect consists of disseminated and fracture-filled copper and molybdenum 
sulphide mineralization, occurring in resistant angular boulders (see below) and sub 
outcrops spread over a 200 metre by 200 metre area. 

Wflhin a few months of acquiring the option, Imperial drilled a two-km stretch of the new 
access road adjacent to the mineralized boulders. A total of 615.8 metres of drilling in 50 
holes was completed. The purpose of this work was to investigate the geology of the 
bedrock and test for mineralization beneath the thin yet extensive glacial till. 

The drilling results were very encouraging: rock chips from bedrock matched the 
mineralogy of the mineralized boulders. Sulphide mineralization, albeit sparse (best 
intercept returned 0.49% Cu over 1.8 Metres), was encountered in at least three holes. 
However, given the grade (in excess of 0.5% Cu) and extent of mineralized boulders, the 
question remains as to the whereabouts and extent of the source of that mineralization. 
Further work is required to better pinpoint the area of origin of the mineralized boulders. 

Ownership 

The property, consisting of 10 two-post claims and 13 four-post (260 units) was optioned 
by Imperial Metals Corporation from prospectors Ed and Gerry Westgarde. 

LooationandAccess 

The Chisholm Lake Projed is locate&l in the Omineca Mining division, west central British 
Columbia. The property is centered on 54’14’N, 12~16’W on NTS map sheet 93 U3. The 
town of Houston lies 43 km to the northeast. 

Access to the property is gained by traveling south and west from Houston, B.C. over a 
network of well-maintained logging roads that lead directly to the showing area. 

The Chisholm Lake Project lies near the western edge of the Nechako Plateau. The area 
is characterized by very subdued topography with small tidges amongst larger areas of 
low-lying, often swampy ground. Glacial features dominate the landscape. The showing 
area drains east into Tagit Creek, which flows into the Morice River. 
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The Chisholm Lake property is located within the lntennontane Tectonic Belt. The area is 
underlain predominantly by Jurassic and Early Cretaceous volcanics and sedimentary 
rocks, which lie unconfonnaMy over Permian sedimentary basement rocks. All units host 
small to medium sized stocks and zoned intrusive bodies ranging from Late Cretaceous to 
Early Tertiary age. 

The claim group lies in an area with very little outcrop, and therefore, details of the 
property geology are still largely unknown. Geologic mapping in the area is presented in 
Geological Survey of Canada Open File 531, authored by H.W. Tipper (1976). Tipper 
shows the property to be underlain by lower Cretaceous Skeena Group volcanic and 
sedimentary rocks, in faulted contact with volcanics of the Jurassic Telkwa formation. To 
the north, plugs of the Early Jurassic Topley suite are noted. 

Work on the property in 1998 (see map on following page) identified a previously 
unmapped quartz monzonite stock of unknown dimension, which appears very similar to 
the members of the Bulkley intrusive suite. These rocks are commonly found associated 
with mineral showings in the region. The eastern edge of the stock is observed in a recent 
road cut, but it can not be followed to the north, south or east due to overburden cover. 
Subsequent shallow drilling (see below) has identified at least a one-kilometer dimension 
to the intrusive stock. 

Minetahdion and Atteraiiion 

Alteration observed in the volcanics east of the intrusive includes moderately strong 
homfelsing, with patches of sericite-clay alteration. Float boulders of this rock-type are 
commonly found with up to 5% diyminated pyrite content. 

Intrusive rocks, both mineralized and unmineralized, appear relatively fresh with only 
minor degradation of feldspar minerals to clay. 

Copper and copper/molybdenum mineralization is observed as both disseminated and 
fracture related sulfides, hosted in quartz monzonite. Molybdenite is only observed to date, 
as fracture related mineralization. 
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Drilling 

ProgramDesign 

The drilling program was designed to assess bedrock geology, underlying the extensive 
glacial till that masks most of the area surrounding the mineralized boulders. Holes were 
drilled along the newly constructed logging road that traverses the heart of the property. 
This allowed for easy access and quick setups, while minimizing environmental impact. 

The holes were generally spaced approximately 20m apart and drilled vertically at least 
two full steel lengths (6.Om) into bedrock. Production was dramatically reduced when 
overburden thickness exceeded 6 metres, commonly necessitating the abandonment of 
those holes. 

The program was initiated near the LCP for claims CL l-4 and continued to the east and 
west to areas where the overburden was too deep to penetrate efficiently with the 
equipment used. 

Equipment Used 

Drilling was done using a Caterpillar M32 Tank Drill, owned by Similco Mines Limited. The 
self-propelled drill has an onboard air compressor and water tank. Most drilling was 
completed using a 2” diameter bit and 3m steel. Collars were used to join on additional 
steel to reach the desired depth. 

During the drilling operation, an operator controlled the machine under the supervision of 
the foreman and with the assistance of a helper. In this case the helper was also an 
experienced driller, greatly increasiry] the efficiency of the work. The foreman and helper 
lined up the drill for placement and orientation, took notes, added and removed drill steel, 
serviced the machine, split samples, labeled and bagged chips and placed a 
representative portion of sample into a chip storage tray. 

All drill hole locations were recorded using a hand held GPS unit. Each location was 
recorded as the average of 10 readings. 

The chips produced, range from fine clay up to 0.5 cm in diameter. The fineness of the 
chips made sampling on the basis of geologic boundaries impractical, so samples were 
taken when drilling was stopped to add steel or end the hole. 

The chips were logged by the author and P. McAndless using a binocular microscope. 
See Appendix A for drill logs. 
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All samples were double bagged and sent to a non-arms length laboratory at Huckleberry 
Mine and analyzed for copper and molybdenum. The samples were dropped at the Arrow 
Transportation transfer facility in Houston, where they were picked up by the driver of a 
concentrate haulage truck and then delivered to the mine site assay lab. 

The assays are intended to be used for internal purposes only and will not be used for the 
calculation of resource figures or be used as the sole basis for financial decisions. 
Assaying was only intended to provide an indication of the presence/absence of copper 
and/or molybdenum mineralization in the samples, as an indication of where the 
mineralized zones may exist. 
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Proposed Program 

Mineralized quartz monzonite (and adjacent andesite) bedrock has been identified for a 
distance stretching over one kilometre, but the best grades have been observed in 
boulders of unknown origin. They are believed to be relatively proximal, being angular and 
appearing to match the intrusive stock observed in bedrock. This has provided an 
intriguing 

The area surrounding the showings will be covered with a selection of reconnaissance 
surveys suited to the terrain. Mapping and geochemistry, followed by geophysics should 
provide detailed targets for follow-up drilling. 
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Limited exposure has resulted in the failure of regional mapping by government agencies 
to identify the quartz monzonite stock, now known to be at least one km across. Very little 
exposure is expected, but all bedrock observed will be mapped and studied in detail. 

The presence of the best mineralization observed on the property to date, in float boulders 
suggests that the glacial history of the property must be fully understood in order to make 
the best use of geochemical data gathered. Consultants with experience in Quaternary 
Geology, ideally with some direct experience in the surrounding region will be contracted 
to determine the glacial history of the area, with particular emphasis on ice direction. Air 
photo interpretation and a site visit to map features related to ancient ice movement and 
glacial episodes will provide the required data. 

Geochemii 

Biogeochemical sampling of trees over an area of two km by one km, with in-till soil 
sampling and moss mat sampling from streams where appropriate would generate a 
database of over 500 samples. The biogeochemical sampling will be employed wherever 
possible as some areas of the property are covered by deep, impervious, clay rich till that 
may limit the usefulness of conventional soil sampling. Soil sampling will be used mostly in 
clearcuts where biogeochemical coverage is not possible. Moss mat samples will be taken 
from any streams or creeks encountered that have a high enough gradient to be useful. 

The classical “porphyry-style” of atteration and mineralization observed at Chisholm Lake 
suggests that Induced Polarization (IP), especially chargeability, would work very well to 
define areas of sulfide mineralization (either pyrite halo or disseminated chalcopyrite). 
Once geochemistry and geological investigation have focused in on prospective areas, 
nine line km of IP survey will be conducted to further define drill targets. 
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Drill targets generated from the reconnaissance work will be prioritized and drilled 
accordingly. A total of 2,150 meters of drilling is budgeted. 

The presence of well-mineralized boulders suggests that deep drilling will not be 
necessary to determine the location of well-mineralized zones in the first pass of diamond 
drilling. Drilling to a depth of 150 metres should provide information on the presence and 
areal extent of the hydrothemal system, and grade of the mineralization. It is intended that 
12 to 15 of the highest priority targets will be tested. 

Shallow drilling will translate to cost savings due to lower footage costs and quicker drilling, 
and could allow the application of a packsack (Gopher’) drill. This would save money in 
road building, reclamation and bonding requirements. The risk with using such a drill is the 
possibility of not being able to penetrate through the overburden if the till is thicker than 
expected. 

Access to all areas of the property should be gained relatively easily. 
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Proposed Budget 
The total budget of $250,000 Cdn. is summarized below. Note that the drilling costs are 
targeted at $60/metre. This may be underestimated and higher costs realized in the field 
would mean a reduction of drilled footage. 

Geology $5,000 

Geochemistry $25,000 

Geophysics $20,000 

Phase 1 Total $50,000 

Drilling 

Reporting and Drafting 

Filing Fees 

Phase 2 Total 

Property Payment 

Total 

$129,000 

$10,000 

$10,000 

m9,ooo 

$51,000 

1 

$250,000 
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Wages 

Patrick McAndless ~500 

Steve Robertson $xs 

Gary Agar $310 

Gary Corsi $290 

Sytze Kempenaar $290 

Food 

Accomodation 

Transportation 

Communications 

Drill 

Assays 

Field Supplies 

Drafting 

Report Writing 

Geologist (5) $2,500 

Geologist (10) $3,450 

Drill Foreman (12) $3,720 

Helper (12) $3,480 

Drill Operator (12) $3,480 

$1,300 

$2,100 

Truck Rental $3,200 

Fuel $830 

Two-Way Radio Rental $110 

Telephone - LD $700 

Tank Drill Rental $2,500 

Support and Maintenance $4,200 

Acme $180 

Bondar-Clegg $250 

Huckleberry Mines $800 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$2,700 

Subtotal 
1 

Filing Fees 10% of Value of Work 

Total 

$37,500 

$3,750 

$41,250 

IO 



Stephen B. Robertson, P&o. 

__ 

I, Stephen Robertson, of 1969 Lower Road, Roberts Creek, British Columbia, hereby 
certify that: 

9 I am a geologist, employed by Imperial Metals Corporation. 

. I am a 1989 graduate of the University of Alberta in Edmonton, with a Bachelor of Science 
degree in geology. 

. I have been employed in mining since 1988 and have continuously practiced my 
profession since 1989. 

. I am a Professional Geoscientist, registered with the Association of Professional 
Engineers and Geoscientists of the Province of British Columbia. 

. I supervised and planned the program described in this report. 

l This report is based on the information gained during the 1998 field season and a review 
of public reports. 

l This report may be used for development of the property or raising of funds, provided that 
no portion of it is used out of context, or in such a manner as to convey a meaning 
different from that set out in the whole. 

Signed at Vancouver, British Columbia, this / 0 day of ..rd@ ,199Q. 

Stephen Robertson, P.Geo. 
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Patrick McAndless Geologist (5) December 7 - 11 

Steve Robertson Geologist (IO) November 19 - 28 

Gary Agar Drill Foreman (12) November 18 - 29 

Gary Corsi Helper (12) November 18 - 29 

Sytze Kempenaar Drill Operator (12) November 18 - 29 
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